POLICE MEDAL FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE
REPUBLIC DAY-2020

ANDHRA PRADESH

1. SHRI AMARLAPUDI JOSHI, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE VJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH, 521225

2. SHRI CHINTALAPUDI V A RAMAKRISHNA, ADDITIONAL COMMANDANT, APSP, MANGALAGIRI, ANDHRA PRADESH, 522503

3. SHRI MADADA BHASKARA RAO, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CID, VJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH, 520011

4. SHRI GONNURI VIJAY KUMAR, ASSAULT COMMANDER, GREYHOUNDS, VISAKHAPATNAM, ANDHRA PRADESH, 530020

5. SHRI K JOHN MOSES CHIRANJEEVI, RESERVE INSPECTOR OF POLICE, POLICE COMMISSIONERAT, VJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH, 520002

6. SHRI NANNA GOWRI SANKARUDU, A R SUB INSPECTOR, NELLORE, ANDHRA PRADESH, 542001

7. SMT. POLIPALLI VICTORIA RANI, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, ANAKAPALLI, ANDHRA PRADESH, 531001

8. SHRI K N KESAVAN, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CHITTOOR, ANDHRA PRADESH, 517001

9. SHRI S RAMACHANDRAIAH, A R SUB INSPECTOR, ANANTAPURAMU ANDHRA PRADESH, 515001

10. SHRI YELLISETTY CHANDRASEKHAR, HEAD CONSTABLE CCS ONGOLE, ANDHRA PRADESH, 523001

11. SHRI PULIMADDI VIJAYA BHASKAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, SIB, VJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH, 521137

12. SHRI NADIMPALLI RAMAKRISHNA RAJU, A R HEAD CONSTABLE, VIZIANAGARAM, ANDHRA PRADESH, 535003

13. SHRI GADWALA RAMANNA, POLICE CONSTABLE, KURNOOL, ANDHRA PRADESH, 518001

14. SHRI NEELAPU SURYANARAYANA, RAILWAY POLICE CONSTABLE, GRP, VISAKHAPATNAM, ANDHRA PRADESH, 533004

15. SHRI M V SATYANARAYANA RAJU, A R POLICE CONSTABLE, ACB, VISAKHAPATNAM, ANDHRA PRADESH, 530002

ARUNACHAL PRADESH

16. SHRI HAILANG NADA, DYSP, 1ST AAPBN, CHIMPU, ARUNACHAL PRADESH, 791111

17. SHRI KIRPA RAM BHAGTA,ASI,PTC,B/DEWA,ARUNACHAL PRADESH,791123
18. SHRI ANURAG AGRAWAL, INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE (BTAD), KOKRAJHAR, ASSAM, ASSAM, 783370
19. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR DUTTA, INSPECTOR UB, POLICE COMMISSIONERATE, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, 781017
20. SHRI PAARESH SAHU, ASSTT. SUB INSPECTOR (CLERK), 19TH AP(IR) BATTLEM, TENGAKHAT, DIBRUGRAH, ASSAM, 788103
21. SHRI BIPIN CHANDRA GOGOI, HAVILDER, 1ST AP BATTALION, LIGIRIPUKHURI, NAZIRA, ASSAM, 785685
22. SHRI GANESH KUMAR SINGH, NAIK(UB), SPECIAL BRANCH, KAHILIPARA, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, 781019
23. SHRI KRISHNAKANT LAHAN, NAIK(UB), SADIYA DISTRICT, POLICE ASSAM, 786157
24. SHRI BINODY SONOWAL, CONSTABLE (UB)-02, SADIYA POLICE DISTRICT, ASSAM, 786157
25. SHRI MOINUL HOQUE LASKAR, CONSTABLE(AB)-29, MORIGAON DEF, ASSAM, 782105
26. SHRI BIJOY SAIKIA, CONSTABLE(UB), SADIYA POLICE DISTRICT, ASSAM, 786157
27. SHRI JANIB RAM BORO, CONSTABLE(AB)-98, COMMANDO BATTALION, MANDAKATA, NORTH GUWAHATI, ASSAM, 781030
28. SHRI PRAVIN KUMAR, CONSTABLE(UB), BORDER ORGANISATION, ASSAM, SRIMANTAPUR, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, 781032
29. SHRI JITENDRA CHANDRA NATH, CONSTABLE(UB)-450, NAGAON DEF, ASSAM, 782001

BIHAR

30. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR, DIG, SECURITY, SPECIAL BRANCH PATNA BIHAR, 800023
31. SHRI SANJAY KUMAR, S P MADHEPURA, MADHEPURA, BIHAR, 852113
32. SHRI SHAKEEL AHMAD KHAN, ASI, SPECIAL VIGILANCE UNIT BIHAR, 800005
33. SHRI BAIJNATH KUMAR , S I , SPECIAL TASK FORCE PATNA BIHAR, 800001
34. SHRI KAMLESH KUMAR PANDEY, A S I , PATNA, BIHAR, 800001
35. SHRI LAL BABOO YADAV, SEPOY, BMP 14, BIHAR, 800014
36. SHRI MANISH KUMAR, SEPOY, DGP OFFICE PATNA, BIHAR, 800001
37. SHRI HANAULLAH KHAN, S I , BMP 14 PATNA, BIHAR, 800014
38. SHRI MD IRSHAD ALAM, S I , BMP 14, BIHAR, 800014
39. SHRI CHANDAN PRATAP SINGH, ASI, DIG OFFICE CHAPRA BIHAR, 841301
40. SHRI ASHOK SINGH, COMPANY COMMANDER, VIP SECURITY BN
MANA, CHHATTISGARH, 492015
41. SHRI KAMLESHWAR PRASAD SAHU, COMPANY COMMANDER, 15TH
BATTALION CAF BIJAPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 494444
42. SHRI CHETAN DUBEY, SUB INSPECTOR, SIB PHQ, RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 492002
43. SHRI SHRAVAN KUMAR MANKAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, SIB PHQ,
RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 492002
44. SHRI BISHAT RAM, ASSISTANT PLATOON COMMANDER, 12TH BATTALION
CAF, RAMANUJGANJ BALRAMPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 497220
45. SHRI JOHNSON LAKRA, ASSISTANT PLATOON COMMANDER, 2ND
BATTALION CAF SAKRI, BILASPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 495001
46. SHRI HIRA RAM MIRI, ASSISTANT PLATOON COMMANDER, 6TH
BATTALION CAF RAIGARH, CHHATTISGARH, 496001
47. SHRI JALESHVAR SINGH PARIHAR, ASSISTANT PLATOON
COMMANDER, STATE POLICE ACADEMY CHANDKHURI
RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH, 492001
48. SHRI SANJAY DHAR DIWAN, HEAD CONSTABLE, CID PHQ RAIPUR,
CHHATTISGARH, 492002

NCT OF DELHI

49. SHRI MOHAMMAD ALI, ADDITIONAL DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF
POLICE, VIGILANCE, 5TH FLOOR, P.S. BARAKHAMBHA ROAD, NEW DELHI, NCT
OF DELHI, 110001
50. SHRI KUMAR GYANESH, ADDL. DCP-I, SOUTH EAST DISTT., DELHI, NCT
OF DELHI, 110076
51. SHRI RAM MEHAR SINGH, ACP, SADAR BAZAR, NORTH DISTRICT, NCT
OF DELHI, 110006
52. SHRI RAM KUMAR RATHI, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF
POLICE, NORTH DISTT., NCT OF DELHI, 110005
53. SHRI MUKESH TYAGI, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, SIU-II,
CRIME BRANCH, POLICE STATION NAND NAGRI, DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110093
54. SHRI DINESH KESHAV, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, OFFICE
OF THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110002
55. SHRI MANOJ KUMAR SHARMA, INSPECTOR (MINISTERIAL), CENTRAL
DISTT., DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110002
56. SHRI OM PRAKASH SRIVASTAVA, INSPECTOR, CCTNS, CRIME BRANCH,
KAMLA MARKET, DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110008
57. SHRI UMA SHANKAR TIWARI, INSPECTOR (L.A.), NORTHERN RANGE,
SPECIAL CELL, SECTOR 6 ROHINI, NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110085
58. SHRI HARISH KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, VINAY MARG,
CHANAKYA PURI, NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110021
59. SHRI NARENDRA PAL SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CPCR, PCR, NCT OF DELHI, 110088
60. SHRI PRAVEEN KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR (L.A.), HAG, WEST DISTT., DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110058
61. SHRI BHIM SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR (L.A.), CONFIDENTIAL BRANCH, POLICE HEADQUARTERS, NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110002
62. SHRI JAIVIR SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, VINAY MARG, CHANAKYA PURI, NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110021
63. SHRI LAXMI NARAYAN, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, VINAY MARG, CHANAKYA PURI, NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110021
64. SMT. MUKESH RANI, WOMEN HEAD CONSTABLE, D.C.P. OFFICE, SOUTH DISTT., HAUZ KHAS, NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110016
65. SHRI GOVIND SAHAY, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR (SG DRIVER), PERSONAL SECTION, CP OFFICE, POLICE HEADQUARTERS, NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI, 110002

GOA

66. SHRI DATTARAM VISHWAS RAUT, POLICE SUB-INSPECTOR, PANAJI GOA, 403401

GUJARAT

67. SHRI AJAYSINH PRAVINSINH JADEJA, DY.S.P, JAMNAGAR CITY SUB-DIVISION, GUJARAT, 361001
68. SHRI JAY KUMAR KANTILAL PANDYA, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, CONTROL ROOM, OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE SURAT CITY, ATHWALINES, SURAT (GUJRAT), GUJARAT, 395001
69. SHRI SHIVBHADRASINH GHANSHYAM SINH RANA, DEPUTY SUPDT. OF POLICE, SUB-DIVISIONAL POLICE OFFICE, NAVSARI, GUJARAT, 396445
70. SHRI AYUBKHAN NURMAHMAD GHASURA, ARMED DY.S.P., S.R.P.F. GR-XIV KALGAN, GUJARAT, 396120
71. SHRI CHANDRAKANT AMRUTBHAI PATEL, ARMED DY.S.P., S.R.P.F. GR-V, GODHRA, GUJARAT, 389001
72. SHRI BAHADURBHAI ABHESINH CHUDASAMA, DY.S.P, S.P. GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT, 382028
73. SHRI AJAY JITENDRABHAI TALAJIYA, DY.S.P., MARINE TASK FORCE COMMANDER, A.T.S CAMPUS, NEAR. NIRMA UNIVERSITY, S.G. HIGHWAY, CHHARODI, AHMADABA, GUJARAT, 382481
74. SHRI RITESH HASMUKHBHAI PATEL, DY.S.P., OFFICE OF THE MARINE TASK FORCE COMMANDER, A.T.S CAMPUS, NR. NIRMA UNIVERSITY, S.G. HIGHWAY, CHHAR, GUJARAT, 382481
75. SHRI ASHIF CHHOTUBHAI MALIK, POLICE INSPECTOR, OFFICE OF THE ADDL.D.G. P INTELLIGENCE, 2ND & 3RD FLOOR, POLICE BHAVAN, SECTOR-18, GANDHINAGAR GUJAR, GUJARAT, 382007
76. SHRI MAHENDRASINH CHANDRASINH CHAUHAN, UN-ARMED POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, BRANCH, OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE SURAT CITY. ATHWALINES, SURAT, GUJARAT, 395001
77. SHRI DILUBHAI JIVABHAI VALA, POLICE SUB INSPECTOR WIRELESS, O/O ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, TECHNICAL SERVICES & SCRB, 7TH FLOOR, POLICE BHAVAN, Gandhinagar, Gujarat, 382007
78. SHRI NATVARLAL DURLABHBHAI UMARVANSHI, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CONTROL ROOM, OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE SURAT CITY. ATHWALINES, SURAT, GUJARAT, 395001
79. SHRI NAVNEETBHAI HARIBHAI AHIR, UN-ARM HEAD CONSTABLE, SPL.. BRANCH OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, SURAT CITY, GUJARAT, 395001
80. SHRI RAKESH KUMAR RAMASHANKAR TIWARI, UNARMED POLICE HEAD CONSTABLE, O/O THE JOINT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, CRIME BR., AHMEDABAD CITY, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, 380000
81. SHRI GULABSINH RUMALJI TARAR, UNARMED POLICE HEAD CONSTABLE, O/O ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, TRAFFIC-B DIVISION, AHMADABAD CITY, AHMADABAD, GUJARAT, 380004
82. SHRI JAGATSINH BALVANTSINH CHAVDA, UNARMED POLICE HEAD CONSTABLE, O/O THE JOINT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, CRIME BR., AHMEDABAD CITY, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, 380001
83. SHRI RAJENDRA JERAMBHAI RATHOD, ASST. INTELLIGENCE OFFICER (A.I.O), OFFICE OF THE ADDL.D.G.P INTELLIGENCE, 2ND FLOOR, POLICE BHAVAN, SECTOR-18, GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT, 382009

HARYANA

84. SHRI KRISHAN MURARI, SP/HPA, MADHUBAN, HARYANA, 132001
85. SHRI SHIV CHARAN, SP, HISAR, HARYANA, 125001
86. SHRI OMVIR SINGH, SP TRAFFIC, KARNAL, HARYANA, 132001
87. SHRI Gurmail Singh, DSP/SCB, PANCHKULA, HARYANA, 134109
88. SHRI RAJ PAL, SUB INSPECTOR, HISAR, HARYANA, 125001
89. SHRI SURESH KUMAR, EXEMPTEE SUB INSPECTOR, KARNAL, HARYANA 132001
90. DR. ASHOK KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, MADHUBAN, HARYANA 132001
91. SHRI RAMESH KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, HISAR, HARYANA 125001
92. SHRI RAM PAL, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, HISAR, HARYANA, 125001
93. SHRI RAMPHAL SINGH, EXEMPTEE ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CHANDIGARH, HARYANA, 160019
94. SHRI MANOJ KUMAR, ORPASSISTANTSUBINSPECTOR, PANCHKULA, HARYANA, 135103
95. SHRI PARVEEN KUMAR, HEADCONSTALE, AMABLA, HARYANA, 133001
HIMACHAL PRADESH

96. SHRI KHUSHAL CHAND SHARMA, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, LAW & ORDER, PHQ SHIMLA, HIMALACH PRADESH, 171002
97. SHRI SAJU RAM RANA, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, DISTRICT KINNAUR, HIMACHAL PRADESH, 172107
98. SHRI SUSHIL KUMAR, INSPECTOR, PTC DAROH, DISTT. KANGRA, HIMACHAL PRADESH, 176092
99. SHRI KRISHAN KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR, DISTRICT CHAMBA, HIMACHAL PRADESH, 176305

JAMMU AND KASHMIR

100. SHRI MOHD HASEEB MUGHAL SSP, SRINAGAR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 190009
101. SMT. NISHA NATHYAL, SSP, CO SDRF 2ND BN JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180004
102. SHRI JAVID IQBAL MATTOO, SSP, ACB JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 190004
103. SHRI MOHAN LAL BHAGAT, SSP, AD SKPA UDHAMPUR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 182104
104. SHRI SHOKET HUSSAIN SHAH, SSP, CID SB KMR SRINAGAR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 190001
105. SHRI YOUGAL KUMAR MANHAS, SP, RAJOURI, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 185212
106. SHRI RASHID AKBAR MAKAYEE, DYSP, SDPO AWANTIPORA, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 192122
107. SHRI SYED AFAQ AHMAD, INSPECTOR, SO PHQ JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001
108. SHRI SANJEEV KUMAR, INSPECTOR, SPS PTS KATHUA, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 184101
109. SHRI SAJAD PARVEZ, INSPECTOR, CHANNI HIMMAT JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180005
110. SHRI DILRAJ SINGH DILBAR, INSP, PC KISHTWAR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 182204
111. SHRI VINOD KUMAR, INSPECTOR (C), CID CI JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180000
112. SHRI AB RASHID DAR, SI(S), PA TO ADGP ARMED J&K JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 180001
113. SHRI RANDHIR SINGH, ASI, KATHUA, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 184101
114. SHRI RAM PRAKASH, ASI, DPO REASI, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 182311
115. SHRI SHOWKAT HUSSAIN AHANGER, HC(M), DPO SRINAGAR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, 190009
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Agency/Division</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Pin Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>Shri Ajit Kumar</td>
<td>Havildar, IRB-3</td>
<td>Chatra, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>82920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>Shri Vinay Manjhi</td>
<td>Head Constable, IRB-3</td>
<td>Chatra, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>82920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>Shri Dharmendra</td>
<td>Havildar, IRB-3</td>
<td>Chatra, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>82920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>Shri Sanjay Kumar</td>
<td>Shrestha, Havildar, Jharkhand Jaguar, STF, Ranchi</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>82920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Shri Manindra Kumar</td>
<td>Assistant Sub Inspector, Sariakela Kharsawan, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>82920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>Shri Sanjay Kumar</td>
<td>Yadav, Assistant Sub Inspector, Sariakela Kharsawan, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>82920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>Shri Vijay Kumar Ram</td>
<td>Assistant Sub Inspector, Godda, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>814133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Shri Chandrabhushan Singh</td>
<td>Sub Inspector (Armed), Jap-3 Govindpur, Dhanbad, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>828109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Shri Tobiyas Topno</td>
<td>Sub Inspector (Armed), Jap-3 Govindpur, Dhanbad, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>828109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>Shri Raghvendra Narayan Choubey</td>
<td>Driver Constable, Jungle Warfare School, Netarhat, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>835213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>Shri Mumtaj Khan</td>
<td>Havildar, Palamu, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>222101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>Shri Sanjay Kumar</td>
<td>Yadav, Havildar, IRB-3</td>
<td>Chatra, Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>82920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>Shri Oblesh Nanjappa Bekaala</td>
<td>SP Non IPS, Bengaluru Metropolitan Task Force Bengaluru, KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>560002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>Shri Mahadeva Prasad Kabballi Madappa</td>
<td>Commandant, IRB Munirabad Koppal, KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>583233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Shri Pammapathi Mudlapur Goudar</td>
<td>Assistant Commissioner of Police, Marathahalli Sub Division Bengaluru City</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>560037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>Shri Dharmendra H N</td>
<td>Assistant Commissioner of Police, Vijaynagar Sub Division, Bengaluru City</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>560040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>Shri Chandrashekara Shiragallale Thimmegowda</td>
<td>Deputy Superintendent of Police, CID Bengaluru, KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>560001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>Shri Shankar Mallikarjunappa Ragi</td>
<td>Deputy Superintendent of Police, KARNATAKA Lokayukta Dharwad, KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>580001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>Shri Siddaraju C</td>
<td>Deputy Superintendent of Police, Special Investigation Team, KARNATAKA Lokayukta, Hebbala, Bengaluru, KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>KARNATAKA</td>
<td>560024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
135. SHRI KARIAPPA AMMANDA GANAPATHY, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, SPECIAL INVESTIGATION TEAM, KARNATAKA LOKAYUKTA, HEBBAL, BENGALURU, KARNATAKA, 560024

136. SHRI SANGAPPA HULLUR SIDDAPPA, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, KALABURAGI RURAL SUB DVN KALABURAGI, KARNATAKA, 585105

137. SHRI LAKSHMINARAYANA A V, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, MAGADI SUB DIVISION RAMANAGARA DISTRICT, KARNATAKA, 562120

138. SHRI SHANKARAPPA GOVINDIAH BENKIKERE, POLICE INSPECTOR, CID BENGALURU, KARNATAKA, 560018

139. SHRI SATHISH SUBBANNA BILAGALI, POLICE INSPECTOR, ACB UDUPI, KARNATAKA, 576101

140. SHRI BABUSINGH HANAMANTH SINGH KITTUR, POLICE SUB INSPECTOR, FINGER PRINT UNIT OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE HUBLI DHARWAD CITY, KARNATAKA, 580001

141. SHRI VENKATESH KRISHNAPPA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, BASAVANAGUDI TRAFFIC POLICE STATION BANGALORE CITY, KARNATAKA, 560004

142. SHRI SHIVAJAH SUKUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CHIKKAMAGALURU RURAL POLICE STATION CHIKKAMAGALURU DISTRICT, KARNATAKA, 577101

143. SHRI RAJAKUMAR, ASSISTANT RESERVE SUB INSPECTOR, DAR MYSORE, KARNATAKA, 570019

144. SHRI SHIVA KUMAR P S, HEAD CONSTABLE, INTELLIGENCE BENGALURU, KARNATAKA, 560001

145. SHRI NANJUNDAIAH CHANDRAIAH GOBBADI, HEAD CONSTABLE, INTELLIGENCE BENGALURU, KARNATAKA, 560001

146. SHRI RANGANATH RANGASHAMAIAH, CIVIL HEAD CONSTABLE, SCR BENGALURU, KARNATAKA, 560001

KERALA

147. SHRI K MANOJKUMAR, SP & ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, KEPA, THRISSUR, KERALA 680631

148. SHRI C V PAPPACHAN, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, INDIA RESERVE BATTALION, THRISSUR, KERALA, 68031

149. SHRI S MADHUSOODANAN, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT, SBCID, PATHANAMTHITTA, KERALA, 689645

150. SHRI S SURESH KUMAR, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT, CHANGANASSERY, KOTTAYAM, KERALA 686101

151. SHRI N RAJAN, DYSP, V A C B, KOTTAYAM, KERALA, 686002

152. SHRI K C BHUVANENDRA DAS, SCPO A 4289 UNIT, VACB, ALAPPUZHA, KERALA, 688013

153. SHRI K MANOJKUMAR, ASI (GR), KANNUR, TRAFFIC P S, KERALA, 670002
154. SHRI L SALOMON, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, 1 R BATTALION, THRISSUR, KERALA, 680631
155. SHRI P RAGESH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CRIME BRANCH, KERALA, 680001
156. SHRI K SANTHOSH KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, DISTRICT SPECIAL BRANCH, THRISSUR, KERALA, 680001

MADHYA PRADESH

157. SHRI SANJAY KUMAR AGARWAL, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, SPECIAL BRANCH PHQ BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462008
158. SHRI SATENDRA SINGH Tomar, ADDITIONAL SP, GWALIOR, MADHYA PRADESH, 474001
159. SHRI SIDHARTH CHOUHARY, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, PTS SAGAR, MADHYA PRADESH, 470002
160. SHRI RAJESH KUMAR MISHRA, SP, LOKAYUKTA UJJAIN, MADHYA PRADESH, 456010
161. SHRI KISHORE KHAOKOTKAR, DSP, RADIO BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462003
162. SHRI JAYENDRA SINGH GAUTAM, INSPECTOR, SCR B PHQ BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462008
163. SHRI RAMNIVAS YADAV, INSPECTOR M, INDORE, MADHYA PRADESH, 452001
164. SHRI RAJKUMAR SINGH SENGAR, INSPECTOR, BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462008
165. SHRI ANIL KUMAR SAHU, INSPECTOR M, GUNA, MADHYA PRADESH, 473001
166. SHRI PRAVEEN KUMAR KOTHARI, ASI M, PHQ BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462008
167. SHRI GOVIND DAS AHIRVAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, HAWK FORCE BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462008
168. SHRI RANVEER SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, INDORE, MADHYA PRADESH, 452015
169. SHRI DULICHAND MARAVI, HEAD CONSTABLE, BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462008
170. SHRI HARENDRA SINGH KUSHWAH, HEAD CONSTABLE, BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH, 462008
171. SHRI MUKESH KUMAR CHOUHARY, HEAD CONSTABLE, BALAGHAT, MADHYA PRADESH, 481001
172. SHRI SHERU KHAN, CONSTABLE, RATLAM, MADHYA PRADESH, 457226
173. SHRI DURGA BUX SINGH, CONSTABLE, DATIA, MADHYA PRADESH, 475661
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Shri Dhananjay Ramchandra Kulkarni</td>
<td>Suptd. of Police, Coordinator, Counterterrorism, Interpol, Singapore, Maharashtra</td>
<td>258510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>Shri Nandkumar Tryambak Thakur</td>
<td>Dy. Commissioner of Police, Armed Police, Tardeo, Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
<td>400034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>Shri Atul Pralhad Patil</td>
<td>Addl. Commissioner of Police, Motor Transport Section, Nagpada, Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
<td>400008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>Shri Nandkishor Keshavrao More</td>
<td>Asst. Commissioner of Police, Special Branch 1, C.I.D, Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
<td>400001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>Shri Steven Mathews Anthony</td>
<td>Asst. Commissioner of Police, Anti Terrorism Squad, Kalachowki, Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
<td>400033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>Shri Nishikant Hanumant Bhujbal</td>
<td>Asstt. Commissioner of Police, CIDCO Division, Aurangabad City, Maharashtra</td>
<td>431001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>Shri Chandra Shekhar Govind Sawant</td>
<td>Dy Suptd of Police, Police Training Centre, Akola, Maharashtra</td>
<td>444001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>Shri Milind Sudhakar Totre</td>
<td>Police Inspector (One Step Dy Sp), Anti Corruption Bureau, Nagpur, Maharashtra</td>
<td>44001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>Shri Sadanand Haribhau Mankar</td>
<td>Police Inspector, Reader Branch, SP Office, Akola, Maharashtra</td>
<td>444001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>Shri Mukund Gopal Pawar</td>
<td>Sr. Police Inspector, Special Branch 1, CID, Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
<td>400092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>Shri Sambhaji Sudam Sawant</td>
<td>Police Inspector, Police Training Centre, Turuchi, Sangli, Maharashtra</td>
<td>416312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>Shri Gajan An Laxman Kabdule</td>
<td>Sr. Police Inspector, Khar Police Station, Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
<td>400052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>Shri Kayomerz Boman Irani</td>
<td>Asst. Commissioner of Police, State Intelligence Department, Colaba, Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
<td>400001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>Smt. Nilima Murlidhar Araj</td>
<td>Police Inspector, Special Branch Amravati City, Maharashtra</td>
<td>444002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>Shri Indrajeet Kishor Karle</td>
<td>Asstt. Commissioner of Police, State Intelligence Department, Thane, Maharashtra</td>
<td>400601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>Shri Gautam Keshav Patare</td>
<td>Police Inspector, Anti Terrorist Squad, Aurangabad, Maharashtra</td>
<td>431003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>Shri Subhash Nanasaheb Bhujang</td>
<td>Police Inspector, Cyber Police Station, Jalna, Maharashtra</td>
<td>431203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>Shri Sudhir Dattaram Dalvi</td>
<td>Police Inspector, Malad Police Station, Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
<td>400064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>Shri Kisan Arjun Gaikwad</td>
<td>Police Inspector, Turbhe Traffic Unit, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
<td>400705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>Shri Jameel Ismail Syed</td>
<td>Reserve Police Sub Inspector,</td>
<td>Police Head Quarter, Nanded, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>Shri Madhukar Maruti Chougule</td>
<td>Police Sub Inspector, Gaganbavda</td>
<td>Police Station, Kolhapur, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>Shri Bhikam Govinda Sonar</td>
<td>Asstt. Police Sub Inspector</td>
<td>Police Station, Jalaon, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>Shri Raj Baliram Awate</td>
<td>Asstt. Police Sub Inspector</td>
<td>District Special Branch, Akola, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>Shri Shashikant Sonba Lokhande</td>
<td>Intelligence Officer (ASI)</td>
<td>State Intelligence Dept, Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td>Shri Ashpakali Bakarali Chishtia</td>
<td>Head Constable, Naxal Cell,</td>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199</td>
<td>Shri Vasant Nivrutti Tarate</td>
<td>Asstt. Police Sub Inspector, N M</td>
<td>Police Station, Mumbai City, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Shri Ravindra Yalagonda Nulle</td>
<td>Asstt. Police Sub Inspector</td>
<td>Ujalaiwadi Highway Tap, Kolhapur, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>Shri Maheboobali Jiyawoddin Sayyed</td>
<td>Asstt. Police Sub Inspector,</td>
<td>Control Room, Police Commissioner, Nashik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>Shri Sahibrao Sawairam Rathed</td>
<td>Asstt. Sub Inspector, Local</td>
<td>Crime Branch, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>Shri Daspahal Baburao Chinchkar</td>
<td>Asstt. Police Sub Inspector</td>
<td>Wadgaon Mawal Police Station, Pune Rural,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>Shri Laxman Sambhaiji Tembhurne</td>
<td>Asstt. Police Sub Inspector</td>
<td>BDDS Police Colony, Gadchiroli, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>Shri Battulal Ramlotan Pandey</td>
<td>Police Sub Inspector, Crime</td>
<td>Branch, Nagpur City, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>Shri Vishnu Ratangir Gosavi</td>
<td>Asstt. Police Sub Inspector</td>
<td>Atc, Nashik Rural, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>Shri Pradip Harishchandra Jambale</td>
<td>Asstt. Police Sub Inspector,</td>
<td>Anti Terrorism Squad, Pune, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>Shri Chandrakant Bhagwan Patil</td>
<td>Asstt. Police Sub Inspector</td>
<td>Ccns Lcb, Jalaon, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>Shri Bhanudas Iagannath Jadhav</td>
<td>Police Head Constable, Special</td>
<td>Branch I, CID, Mumbai City, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>Shri Nitin Jayawant Malap</td>
<td>Intelligence Officer (HC)</td>
<td>State Intelligence Dept, Mumbai, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>Shri Ramesh Pandurang Shingate</td>
<td>Head Constable Writer, North</td>
<td>Police Control Room, Mumbai City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>Shri Baburao Daulat Birhaide</td>
<td>Intelligence Officer, State</td>
<td>Intelligence Dept. Nashik Unit, Maharashtra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
213. SHRI SANJAY RAJARAM VAYCHALE, POLICE HEAD CONSTABLE, SATPUR POLICE STATION, NASHIK CITY, MAHARASHTRA, 422007

MANIPUR

214. SHRI LUNSIEH KIPGEN, I G P (ZONE-II), IMPHAL, MANIPUR, 795001
215. SHRI THOKCHOM MANIHAR SINGH, INSPECTOR, IMPHAL WEST DISTRICT, MANIPUR, 795001
216. SHRI N G ANTHONY SURESH, OFFICER IN CHARGE, POLICE STATION, CHURACHANDPUR, MANIPUR, 795128
217. SHRI L DEBANANDA SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, CID(SB) IMPHAL, MANIPUR, 795001
218. SHRI KHAIKHOJAM THAHGEN, SUBEDAR, 1ST INDIA RESERVE BATTALION, CCPUR, MANIPUR, 795128
219. SHRI MD LAL MOHAMMAD, HAVILDAR, MPTC, PANGEI IMPHAL EAST, MANIPUR, 795114
220. SHRI WANGKHEIRAKPAM ROBINDRO SINGH, HAVILDAR, 6TH IRB PANGEI, MANIPUR, 795114

MEGHALAYA

221. SHRI BHALCHAND MISHRA, UN ARMED BRANCH SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, O/O ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE (SPECIAL BRANCH), SECRETARIAT HILLS, MEGHALAYA, 793001
222. SHRI LAMBOK SHADAP, UN ARM BRANCH CONSTABLE, SHILLONG COURT, MEGHALAYA, 793001

MIZORAM

223. SHRI LALDAWNGLIANA, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, ANTI CORRUPTION BUREAU, MIZORAM, 796001
224. SHRI LALTHAFAMKIMA JONGTE, COMMANDANT, 1ST IR. BN., MIZORAM, 796070
225. SHRI LALMANLIANA, ASI, SECURITY, MIZORAM, 796001

NAGALAND

226. SHRI S TOKIUMONG YIMCHUNGER, IGP, KOHIMA, NAGALAND, 797001
227. SHRI CHUBA WALLING, DYCOMDT, 9TH NAP BN IR SAIJANG, NAGALAND, 797110
228. SHRI RISHAMO PHILIP YANTHAN, OC PS II, MOOKOKCHUNG, NAGALAND, 798601
229. SHRI BISWANATH MISHRA, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, IUCAW, JAGATSINGHPUR, ODISHA, 754103

230. SHRI BALAKRUSHNA NANDA, COMMANDANT, BTI Burla, ODISHA, 768025

231. SHRI BIKASH RANJAN BEHURA, INCHARGE DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CID, CB, CUTTACK, ODISHA, 753001

232. SHRI SUSANTA KUMAR BISWAL, INCHARGE DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, VIGILANCE MALKANGIRI, ODISHA, 764068

233. SHRI ASHIS KUMAR MISHRA, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, EOW, CID, CB, BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA, 751001

234. SHRI DIBAKAR SAMANTASINGHR, SUB INSPECTOR, VIGILANCE BHUBANESWAR DIVISION, ODISHA, 751003

235. SHRI SANTANU KUMAR DASH, ASSISTANT SUBINSPECTOR OF POLICE, BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA, 751001

236. SHRI PRANAB KUMAR NAYAK, ASSISTANT SUBINSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE DIRECTORATE CUTTACK, ODISHA, 753001

237. SHRI CHITTA RANJAN RATHA, HAVILDAR, RAYAGADA, ODISHA, 765017

238. SHRI NARENDRA KUMAR ROUT, CONSTABLE, BALASORE, ODISHA, 756056

239. SHRI SK DAWOOD, CONSTABLE, VIGILANCE DIRECTORATE CUTTACK, ODISHA, 753001

PUNJAB

240. SHRI SUKHDEV SINGH VIRK, SP, INVESTIGATION, BARNALA, PUNJAB, 148101

241. SHRI SUKHWINDER SINGH, DSP, MOGA, PUNJAB, 142001

242. SHRI HARJINDER SINGH, INSPECTOR, SHO, SHO, PS. DIV. NO.-7, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB, 141008

243. SHRI SATPAL, ASI, 7TH BN. PAP, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB, 144406

244. SHRI MANOJ KUMAR SARIN, SI, O/O ADGP/ARMED BNS. JALANDHAR, PUNJAB, 144005

245. SHRI GURBAJ SINGH, ASI, EO WING, PATIALA, PUNJAB, 147001

246. SHRI SURMAIL SINGH, SI TO SH. S.S. SRIVASTAVA, IPS, PUNJAB, 143001

247. SHRI KULBIRCHAND, ASI, 80THBN.PAP, JALANDHAR PUNJAB, 144405

248. SHRI RUPINDER SINGH, ASI, O/O ADGP, SOG & COD., BHG, PTL, PUNJAB, 147021

249. SHRI JANAK RAJ, ASI (LR), CIA STAFF, LUDHIANA (R), PUNJAB, 142026

250. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR, ASI (LR), O/O SPL. DGP, P&R, PB., CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB, 160009
251. SMT. KULDEEPKAUR, ASI (LR), CIDUNIT, CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB, 160022
252. SHRI CHAMKAUR SINGH, INSPECTOR, PHILLAUR, PUNJAB, 144410
253. SHRI HARVINDER SINGH, INSPECTOR (ADHOC), INTELLIGENCE WING, PUNJAB, PUNJAB, 160062
254. SHRI AMARJEET SINGH, INSPECTOR (LR), CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB, 160009
255. SHRI RESHAMSINGH, ASI, O/OCOMDT.RTC,PAP, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB, 144001

RAJASTHAN

256. SHRIPRAFULLA KUMAR, COMMISSIONER, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, 342001
257. SHRI LAXMAN GAUR, DYIGP, BHARATPUR RANGE, RAJASTHAN, 321001
258. SHRI NATHU SINGH, ADD DCP TRAFFIC, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, 342001
259. SHRI MAHENDER KUMAR BHAGAT, DYSP CID SSB POLICE HEADQUARTER RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302015
260. SHRI GOVIND SINGH, PLATOON COMMANDER, 5TH RAC JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302002
261. SHRI HARI SINGH, PILATOON COMMANDER, 7TH RAC BHARATPUR, RAJASTHAN, 321001
262. SHRI YASIN KHAN, PLATOON COMMANDER, 4TH BN RAC CHAINPURJA JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302027
263. SHRI RAJWANT SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CRIME BRANCH S P OFFICE JAIPUR RURAL, RAJASTHAN, 302006
264. SHRI BAGDU RAM, ASISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, PS BHADRAJOON, JALORE, RAJASTHAN, 343001
265. SHRI RAM LAL, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, POLICE LINES, JALORE, RAJASTHAN, 343001
266. SHRI SAJID AHMAD, HEAD CONSTABLE, RAJ POLICE TRAINING CENTER JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, 342026
267. SHRI NATHU RAM, HEAD CT 23, POLICE TRAINING SCHOOL KISHANGARH AJMER, RAJASTHAN, 305801
268. SHRI SHARWAN KUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE 3095, POLICE STATION NAYA SAHAR BIKANER, RAJASTHAN, 334001
269. SHRI RAJESH KUMAR, CT 355, MBC KHERWARA, RAJASTHAN, 313803
270. SHRI SUGAN CHAND, CT 156, RAJASTHAN POLICE ACADEMY JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302016
271. SHRI NATHU LAL, CT 552, CID CIVIL RIGHT JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, 302015

SIKKIM

272. SHRI TSHERING YANGZOM BHUTIA, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, HOME GUARDS AND CIVIL DEFENCE, SIKKIM, 737101
273. SHRI T SENTHILKUMAR, COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, SALEM CITY, TAMIL NADU, 636002
274. SHRI S RAJESHWARI, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, IDOL WING, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600032
275. SHRI N M MYILVAHANAN, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, TRAFFIC SOUTH, GREATER CHENNAI POLICE, TAMIL NADU, 600016
276. SHRI R RAVICHANDRAN, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, ARMED RESERVE-II, GREATER CHENNAI POLICE, TAMIL NADU, 600016
277. SHRI K SOUNDARARAJAN, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, ARMED RESERVE-I, GREATER CHENNAI POLICE, TAMIL NADU, 600002
278. SHRI S VASANTHAN, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, SECURITY BRANCH CID, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600028
279. SHRI G MATHIALAGAN, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI-CORRUPTION, NAGERCOIL, TAMIL NADU, 629004
280. SHRI V ANILKUMAR, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CRIME BRANCH CID, TIRUNELVELI, TAMIL NADU, 627007
281. SHRI K SUNDARARAJ, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, CITY CRIME BRANCH, TIRUPPUR CITY, TAMIL NADU, 641603
282. SHRI S RAMADOSS, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI-CORRUPTION, HEADQUARTERS, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600016
283. SHRI N RAVIKUMAR, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CIVIL SUPPLIES CID, COIMBATORE SUB-DIVISION, TAMIL NADU, 641004
284. SHRI G RAMESHKUMAR, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI-CORRUPTION, NAGAPATTINAM, TAMIL NADU, 611001
285. SHRI M NANDAKUMAR, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, SECURITY BRANCH CID, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600028
286. SHRI M NATARAJAN, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI-CORRUPTION, ERODE, TAMIL NADU, 638003
287. SHRI N THIRUPATHI, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, CIVIL SUPPLIES CID, THOOTHUKUDI UNIT, TAMIL NADU, 628002
288. SHRI S ANWAR BASHA, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, ST. THOMAS MOUNT TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT, GREATER CHENNAI POLICE, TAMIL NADU, 600016
289. SHRI A MANIVELU, SPECIAL SUB-INSPECTOR OF POLICE, SPECIAL BRANCH CID, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600004
290. SHRI N JAYACHANDRAN, SPECIAL SUB-INSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI-CORRUPTION, SPECIAL INVESTIGATION CELL, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600016
291. SHRI T DAVID, SPECIAL SUB-INSPECTOR OF POLICE, SPECIAL BRANCH CID, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600004
292. SHRI J P SHIVA KUMAR, SPECIAL SUB-INSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI-CORRUPTION, SPECIAL INVESTIGATION CELL, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600016
293. SHRI Y CHANDRASEKARAN, SPECIAL SUB-INSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI-CORRUPTION, SPECIAL INVESTIGATION CELL, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600016

TELANGANA

294. SHRI AKUN SABHARWAL, DIRECTOR ENFT, PROH & EXCISE, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500001
295. SHRI R VENUGOPAL, COMMANDANT, 2ND BN., TSSP, IR YAPLGUDA, ADILABAD, TELANGANA, 504001
296. SHRI MD IQBAL SIDDIQUI, ADDL DY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, SPECIAL BRANCH, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500002
297. SHRI P SATYANARAYANA, ADDL COMMANDANT, BEECHPALLY MAHABUBNAGAR, TELANGANA, 508133
298. SHRI D PRATAP, ACP, TASK FORCE NIZAMABAD, TELANGANA, 503001
299. SHRI G VENKATA RAO, ACP, KHAMMAM TOWN, TELANGANA, 507001
300. SHRI S JAYARAM, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, NALGONDA, TELANGANA, 508001
301. SHRI S RAVINDRANATH, RESERVE INSPECTOR, 8 BTN KONDAPUR R R DISTRICT, TELANGANA, 500084
302. SHRI K SUDHAKAR, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, HANAMKONDA, WARANGAL, TELANGANA, 508001
303. SMT. M NAGALAKSHMI, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, POLICE ACADEMY, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500091
304. SHRI R ANTHI REDDY, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, GANDIPET RANGA REDDY, TELANGANA, 500075
305. SHRI D RAMESH BABU, SENIOR COMMANDO, PUPPALAGUDA POST HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, 500089

TRIPURA

306. SHRI SANKAR DEBNATH, SP, AGARTALA, TRIPURA, 799003
307. SHRI DULAL CHANDRA DATTA, INSPECTOR, GOMATI, TRIPURA, 799114
308. SHRI SANTOSH SIL, INSPECTOR, KALYANPUR, TRIPURA, 799203
309. SHRI BIRENDRA DEBBARMA, SUB INSPECTOR, NARSINGARH, TRIPURA, 799015
310. SHRI NIL KAMAL SINHA, HAVILDAR, AGARTALA, TRIPURA, 799008
311. SHRI ASHIM DATTA, HAVILDAR, SANTIRBAZAR, TRIPURA, 799141
312. SHRI AMRENDRA PRASAD SINGH, SP KANNAUJ, KANNAUJ, UTTAR PRADESH, 285001
313. SHRI RAMAKANT PRASAD, ADDL.SP, PR & PB UP, UTTAR PRADESH, 22600
314. SHRI DEVESH KUMAR PANDEY, ADDL.SP, ATC SITAPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, 261001
315. SHRI RAM ABHILASH TRIPATHI, ADDL.SP, VIG. ESTT. LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226002
316. SHRI NITYA NAND RAI, ADDL.SP, UP 112 LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226002
317. SHRI VIJAY PAL SINGH, ADDL.SP, AYODHYA, UTTAR PRADESH, 224001
318. SHRI UDAI SHANKER SINGH, ADDL.SP, MORADABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 244001
319. SHRI AKHILESH CHANDRA SAXENA, ADDL.SRO, LUCKNOWZONE, UTTAR PRADESH, 226002
320. SHRI LAXMAN SINGH, ADDL.SRO, BAREILLY, UTTAR PRADESH, 243001
321. SHRI BABU RAM YADAV, ADDL.SRO, RADIO HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226009
322. SHRI SURESH KUMAR MISHRA, RADIO INSPECTOR, RHQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226006
323. SHRI RAMESHWAR PRASAD SHARMA, SUB INSPECTOR (CA), VIG HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226006
324. SHRI AJAY KUMAR, DY.SP, AMROHA, UTTAR PRADESH, 244221
325. SHRI SHABIH HAIDER, DY.SP, PTC SITAPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, 261001
326. SHRI SHIV SWAROOP, DY.SP, INT. HQ LUKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
327. SHRI RAM SEVAK YADAV, DY.SP, PTS GORAKHPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, 273014
328. SHRI SHIV MANGAL SINGH, INSPECTOR, DGP HQRS LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226002
329. SHRI MOHD SHARIF, INSPECTOR, KANPUR NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH, 208001
330. SHRI ARVIND MOHAN JAISAWAL, INSPECTOR, EOW LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226010
331. SHRI LAIEQ AHMAD, INSPECTOR, INT HQRS LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
332. SHRI RAJENDRA PAL SHARMA, SUB INSPECTOR, INT HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
333. SHRI VIJAYPAL SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, SECURITY DEPARTMENT, LKW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226007
356. SHRI MADAN GOPAL, SUB INSPECTOR, KANPUR DEHAT, UTTAR PRADESH, 209101
357. SHRI PAWAN KUMAR DWIVEDI, SUB INSPECTOR, SITAPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, 261001
358. SHRI RAM PRATAP YADAV, SUB INSPECTOR, MAHOBA, UTTAR PRADESH, 210427
359. SHRI RAM NARESH, SUB INSPECTOR MT, 35 BN PAC LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226006
360. SHRI SACHHIDANAND KHARWAR, SUB INSPECTOR, KHERI, UTTAR PRADESH, 262701
361. SHRI RAJVEER SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE DRIVER, INT HQ LUCKNOW UTTAR PRADESH, 226002
362. SHRI NAFE SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, 47BN PAC GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 201013
363. SHRI CHANDRABHAAN YADAV, HEAD CONSTABLE DRIVER, MAHRAJGANJ, UTTAR PRADESH, 273303
364. SHRI VIRENDRA VEER SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, MEERUT, UTTAR PRADESH, 250004
365. SHRI SHEKH MAHMOOD ALAM, HEAD CONSTABLE, 04 PAC PRAYAGRAJ, UTTAR PRADESH, 211011
366. SHRI JAI SHANKAR MISHRA, HEAD CONSTABLE DRIVER, FATEHPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, 212601
367. SHRI KAILASH SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, 48BN PAC SONBHADRA, UTTAR PRADESH, 231216
368. SHRI JOHRI PRASAD, HEAD CONSTABLE DRIVER, MORADABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 244001
369. SMT. ARUNAA SRIVASTAVA, HEAD CONSTABLE, INT HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
370. SHRI ASLAMUDDIN, HEAD CONSTABLE, ATS UP LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226008
371. SHRI OM PRAKASH SHARMA, HEAD CONSTABLE, BIJNOR, UTTAR PRADESH, 246701
372. SHRI MADANPAL SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE DRIVER, MEERUT, UTTAR PRADESH, 250004
373. SHRI ASHARAM VERMA, HEAD CONSTABLE, INT HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
374. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, MATHURA, UTTAR PRADESH, 281001
375. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, GAUTAMBUDHNAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH, 201306
376. SHRI RAM NARESH, HEAD OPERATER, RHQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
377. SHRI RAJKUMAR SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, PRATAPGARH, UTTAR PRADESH, 230001
378. SHRI ARVIND KUMAR TYAGI, INSPECTOR(M), AGRA, UTTAR PRADESH, 282010
379. SHRI LAWKESH KUMAR SRIVASTAVA, SUB INSPECTOR (LIPIK), DGP HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226002
380. SHRI SHIV KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR (M), INT HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
381. SHRI SHRPRAKASH DWIVEDI, SUB INSPECTOR (LIPIK), GORAKHPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, 273002
382. SHRI RAJENDRA PRASAD VERMA, INSPECTOR (M), UPPRPB LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH, 226001
383. SHRI UMA SHANKER SINGH, DY.SP, HARDOI, UTTAR PRADESH, 241001

UTTARAKHAND

384. SHRI MOHD IQBAL FATEH, DY SP, VIGILANCE HQRS, DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND, 248001
385. SHRI VIRENDRA DUTT UNIYAL, INSPECTOR CIVIL POLICE, POLICE HQRS DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND, 248001
386. SHRI RAMESH KUMAR PAL, DY SP, POLICE HQRS, DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND, 248001
387. SHRI MOHAN GIRI, SUB INSPECTOR TEACHER, ATC HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND, 249407
388. SHRI DINESH CHANDRA, PLATOON COMMANDER, THIRTY ONE BN PAC RUDRAPUR, UTTARAKHAND, 263153
389. SHRI VIKRAM SINGH, SI VS, DISTRICT HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND, 249403

WEST BENGAL

390. SHRI DAMBER SINGH SUNAR, ADDITIONAL DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE (TRAFFIC), OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, SILIGURI POLICE COMMISSINERATE, MALLAGURI, P.O.- PRADHANNAGAR, WEST BENGAL, 734003
391. SHRI SUSANTA MUKHERJEE, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CID, WB, BHABANI BHAWAN, 31, BELVEDERE ROAD, ALIPORE, KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700027
392. SHRI ARUP BHOWMICK, INSPECTOR(UB), C.I., MOGRA, HOOGHLY RURAL DISTRICT, WEST BENGAL, 712148
393. SHRI ARVIND KUMAR MISHRA, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, 3RD BN. KOLKATA ARMED POLICE, BODY GUARD LINES, ALIPORE, WEST BENGAL, 700027
394. SHRI NAUSHAD ALI, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, 3RD BATTALION KOLKATA ARMED POLICE BODY GUARD LINES ALIPORE, WEST BENGAL, 700027
395. SHRI MD BABAR ALI, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT, 18, LALBAZAR STREET, KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700001
396. SHRI S M MONIRUL ISLAM, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT, 18, LALBAZAR STREET, KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700001
397. SHRI BIRESWAR CHATTERJEE, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, DETECTIVE DEPARTMENT, 18, LALBAZAR STREET, KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700001
398. SHRI SURAJIT PAL, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT, 18, LALBAZAR STREET, KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL, 700001
399. SMT. IRA PAUL CHATKHANDI, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, STATE VIGILANCE COMMISSION, W.B. BIKASH BHAVAN, SALT LAKE., WEST BENGAL, 700091
400. SHRI ANIRBAN CHAKRABORTY, INSPECTOR, SWAMI VIVEKANANDA STATE POLICE ACADEMY, WB, WEST BENGAL, 700120
401. SHRI MANAS MONDAL, ASI(AB) OF WBP, SAP 6TH BN.BARRACKPORE, PO-BARRACKPORE WEST BENGAL, WEST BENGAL, 700120
402. SHRI KAJAL KUMAR DEY, SUB-INSPECTOR OF POLICE, PLACE TRAFFIC, HEADQUARTERS, WEST BENGAL, ARAKSHA BHAWAN, 1ST FLOOR, BLOCK – DJ, SECTOR – II, SALT L, WEST BENGAL, 700091
403. SHRI BANKIM KUMAR SAMANTA, ASSTT. SUB-INSPECTOR OF POLICE (UB), WEST BENGAL POLICE HQR. TELECOMMUNICATION, WB.3, MANIK BANDOPADHYAY SARANI, WEST BENGAL, 700040
404. SHRI MD BABURALI MONDAL, ARMED ASSISTANT SUB-INSPECTOR OF POLICE, BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS, KOLKATA ARMED POLICE, BODY GUARD LINES, ALIPORE, WEST BENGAL, 700027
405. SHRI BISWANATH PORAY, CONSTABLE, WEST BENGAL POLICE DIRECTORATE, BHABANI BHAWAN, 31, BELVEDERE ROAD, ALIPORE, KOLKATA-700 027, WEST BENGAL, 700027
406. SHRI PRODYUT ROY, CONSTABLE, SAP 6TH BN.BARRACKPORE, PO-BARRACKPORE WEST BENGAL, WEST BENGAL, 700120
407. SHRI GAUTAM CHANDRA SARKAR, POLICE DRIVER, POLICE LINE, DIAMOND HARBOUR POLICE DISTRICT, WEST BENGAL, 700104
408. SHRI SATYA RANJAN PARIA, SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE (UNARMED BRANCH), GANGAJALGHATI POLICE STATION, WEST BENGAL, 722133
409. SHRI PREMAMOY KHAN, SI (UNARMED BRANCH), SPECIAL BRANCH OFFICE CHANDANNAGAR POLICE COMMISSIONERATE, WEST BENGAL, 712101

ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS

410. SHRI SHRI KISHAN MEENA, DY.SP FIRE SERVICE, PORT BLAIR, ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS, 744101
411. SHRI ROBERT JEEVARAJ, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, POLICE HEADQUARTERS, ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS, 744101
412. SHRI ANIL KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, MAYABUNDER, ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS, 744204

CHANDIGARH

413. SHRI SUDESH KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CHANDIGARH, 160009
DADRA AND NAGAR HAVELI

414. SHRI DAXA NARSAIBHAIPATEL, LADYHEADCONSTABLE, ESTABLISHMENT SECTION, PHQ, DADRA AND NAGAR HAVELI, 396230

PUDUCHERRY

415. SHRI MOHAN KUMAR R, INSPECTOR, PUDUCHERRY, 605001
416. SHRI BHASKARAN P, SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, PUDUCHERRY, 605001

ASSAM RIFLES

417. SHRI AMAR SINGH NEGI, WARRANT OFFICER, SHILLONG (MEGHALAYA), ASSAM RIFLES, 793010
418. SHRI GANGA SINGH, SUBEDAR MAJOR, JOUPI (MANIPUR), ASSAM RIFLES, 932030
419. SHRI CHANDRA SINGHAR MOLI, SUBEDARMAJOR, SHAMATOR (NAGALAND), ASSAM RIFLES, 932045
420. SHRI MADAN SINGH BISHT, SUBEDAR MAJOR, SERCHHIP (MIZORAM), ASSAM RIFLES, 932008
421. SHRI SHYAM KUMAR THAPA, SUBEDAR, KASHIRAM BASTI (NAGALAND), ASSAM RIFLES, 932005
422. SHRI BIKRAM SINGH TARAGI, SUBEDAR, KIPHIRE (NAGALAND), ASSAM RIFLES, 932007
423. SHRI LAL BAHADUR SUNWAR, NAIB SUBEDAR, GHASPANI(NAGALAND), ASSAM RIFLES, 932041
424. SHRI RAJPAL SINGH RAWAT, NAIB SUBEDAR, CHASSAD(MANIPUR), ASSAM RIFLES, 932031
425. SHRI MADAN PAL TYAGI, WARRANT OFFICER, SHANGSHAK (MANIPUR), ASSAM RIFLES, 932017
426. SHRI KAUSSHAL KUMAR SINGH, WARRANT OFFICER, JWALAMUKHI (MANIPUR), ASSAM RIFLES, 932038
427. SHRI MADAN LAL, HAVILDAR, RADHANAGAR (TRIPURA), ASSAM RIFLES, 932029
428. SHRI SHYAM SINGH, NAIB SUBEDAR, HAFLONG (ASSAM), ASSAM RIFLES, 932011
429. SHRI N SOVA SINGH, WARRANT OFFICER, JOUPI (MNIPUR), ASSAM RIFLES, 932030

BSF

430. SHRI NARESH KUMAR, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, FTR HQ BSF KASHMIR, BSF, 190007
431. SHRI RAJAN SUD, COMMANDANT, SHQ BSF AMRITSAR, PUNJAB, BSF, 143106
432. SHRI ASHUTOSH SHARMA, COMMANDANT(ADM), SHQ BSF BANDIPUR, J&K, BSF, 193502
433. SHRI VIRENDRA SINGH SHEKHAWAT, COMMANDANT(ADM), SHQ BSF, BIKANER, SAGAR ROAD, BIKANER (RAJ), BSF, 334001
434. SHRI AJAY SURYAVANSHI, COMMANDANT, 36 BATTALION BSF, INDRESHWAR NAGAR, JAMMU(J&K), BSF, 181101
435. DR. ANIL KUMAR SHAHI, COMMANDANT(MED)/CMO(SG), FTR HQ BSF JAMMU, BSF, 181124
436. SHRI NILOTPAL KUMAR PANDEY, COMMANDANT, 64 BATTALION BSF, KALYANI, PO- HAIRNHGATA, DISTT - NADIA(WB), BSF, 741235
437. SHRI VIJENDRA KUMAR KASANA, COMMANDANT, 40 BATTALION BSF, BHONDSI, GURGOAN, HARAYANA, BSF, 122102
438. SHRI HARENDRA SINGH RAUTELA, COMMANDANT, SHQ BSF KORAPUT, ATTACHED WITH CIAT SCHOOL STC BSF BANGALORE, PO-AFS YELAHANKA, BANGALORE (KARNATAKA, BSF, 560063
439. SHRI PRAVIN KUMAR, COMMANDANT (ESTT), FTR HQ BSF SOUTH BENGAL, NEW TOWN, KOLKATA, BSF, 700161
440. SHRI KARAN SINGH SLATHIA, SECOND IN COMMAND, 14 BATTALION BSF, KHEMKARAN, TARN TARAN(PUNJAB), BSF, 143419
441. SHRI SATISH KUMAR, 2IC(WELFARE), ADM DTE (ADM-I), FHQ, 10 BLOCK, CGO COMPLEX, LODHI ROAD, NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003
442. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR, SECOND IN COMMAND, STC BSF TEKANPUR, DISTT GWALIOR(MP), BSF, 475005
443. SHRI F C CHAUHAN, SECOND IN COMMAND, 16 BATTALION BSF, PALORA CAMP, JAMMU(J&K), BSF, 181124
444. SHRI PRASANTA MONDAL, SECOND-IN COMMAND, 64 BATTALION BSF, KALYANI, PO- HAIRNHGATA, DISTT-NADIA(WB), BSF, 741235
445. SHRI SUNIL GOSAIN, 2IC(ARCH), ENGG BRANCH, HQ DG BSF, BLOCK NO. 10 CGO COMPLEX, LODHI RAOD, NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003
446. SHRI DALIP SHARMA, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 62 BATTALION BSF, PALOURA CAMP, JAMMU (J&K), BSF, 181124
447. SHRI DINESH SINGH SAMBYAL, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 173 BATTALION BSF, SAMBA, JAMMU(J&K), BSF, 184121
448. SHRI DHARMENDRA SINGH, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, FTR HQ BSF NEW DELHI, R K PURAM, NEW DELHI, BSF, 110066
449. SHRI RAJESH KUMAR PARIDA, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 152 BATTALION BSF, NOWSHERA, RAJOURI (J&K), BSF, 185151
450. SHRI SAROJ KUMAR SINGH, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, 100 BATTALION, GOPALPUR, DISTT-COOCH BEHAR (WEST BENGAL), BSF, 736179
451. SHRI KAMAL JEET SHARMA, ASSTT COMMANDANT (OFFICE LANGUAGE), ADM DTE, (RAJBHASHA CELL) DG HQ FHQ BSF CGO COMPLEX, LODHI ROAD, NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003
452. SHRI VIRENDER KUMAR GUGLANI, ASSTT COMMANDANT (MIN), STC BSF, K/CAMP, HOSHIYARPUR, PUNJAB, BSF, 146001
453. SHRI VINAY KUMAR , INSPECTOR (GD), 61 BATTALION BSF, ZOTLANG, DISTT - LUNGEI, MIZORAM, BSF, 796691

454. SHRI VEER PAL SINGH, INSPECTOR(GD), 165 BATTALION BSF, VILL-KHERA CHAUGANPUR, GREATER NODIA, DISTT -GOGAM BUDH NAGAR(UP), BSF, 201306

455. SHRI BANNA RAM JAKHAR, INSPECTOR(GD), 18 BATTALION BSF, DABLA (JAISALMER) RAJASTHAN, BSF, 345002

456. SHRI ANAND KUMAR THAKUR, INSPECTOR(GD), 38 BATTALION BSF, ROOPNAGAR, COOCHBEHAR(WB), BSF, 736179

457. SHRI MD ASLAM KHAN, INSPECTOR(GD), 05 BATTALION BSF, KHASA, PO- CHHEHRATA, DISTT - AMRITSAR(PUNJAB), BSF, 143105

458. SHRI RAM SARAN, INSPECTOR(GD), SHQ BSF SILIGURI, BSF CAMP, RADHABARI, PO- BHUTKIDANGAPARA, DISTT-JALPAIGURI, (WB), BSF, 735135

459. SHRI MUSTAQ AHMED, INSPECTOR(GD), FTR HQ BSF JALANDHAR (PUNJAB), BSF, 144006

460. SHRI DALBIR SINGH, INSPECTOR(GD), 10 BATTALION BSF, SHIKAR, DERA BABA NANAK, DISTT - GURDASPUR, PUNJAB, BSF, 143605

461. SHRI BIJAY KUMAR LENKA, INSPECTOR(GD), CENWOSTO BSF,ACADEMY, PO-TEKANPUR, DISTT-GAWALIOR(MP), BSF, 475005

462. SHRI SHRADDHA NAND DHAR DUBEY, INSPECTOR(GD), 182 BATTALION BSF, KOIRENGEI, IMPHAL(EAST) MANIPUR, BSF, 795002

463. SHRI SHANKAR PRASAD SINGH, INSPECTOR(GD), CSWT BSF, BIJASAN ROAD, INDORE(MP), BSF, 452005

464. SHRI RATAN SINGH, INSPECTOR(GD), 156 BATTALION BSF,RAISINGHNAGAR, RAJASTHAN, BSF, 335051

465. SHRI RAJINDER PRASAD, INSPECTOR(COMN), SPL DG, HQ (WC), CHANDIGARH, BSF, 140308

466. SHRI KARNAIL SINGH, INSPECTOR (RO), FTR HQ BSF NEW DELHI, ATTACHED WITH COMM & IT DTE, FHQ BSF NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003

467. SHRI RAJ MAL, SUB INSPECTOR(GD), 183 BATTALION BSF, BSF, MANDI MANDIR, POONCH, JAMMU, BSF, 185102

468. SHRI SAMIR KUMAR RAHA , SUB INSPECTOR(GD), 107 BATTALION BSF, DHUBULIA, NADIA, (WEST BENGAL), BSF, 741139

469. SHRI SARAT CHANDRA BASUMOTARI, SUB INSPECTOR (GD), 126 BATTALION BSF, SUnderBani, JAMMU, BSF, 185153

470. SHRI HET RAM YADAV , SUB INSPECTOR (GD), DIG(HQ), FHQ BSF, R K PURAM, NEW DELHI, BSF, 110068

471. SHRI PARVAT SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR(GD), SHQ BSF BANDIPUR, DISTT-BANDIPUR(J&K), BSF, 193502

472. SHRI PAWAN KUMAR SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR (GD), 73 BATTALION BSF, AJNALA, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB, BSF, 143102

473. SHRI SHARAWAN KUMAR , SUB INSPECTOR(GD), STC BSF INDORE, BSF, 452005
474. SHRI PRETI VERDHAN UPRETI, SUB INSPECTOR (RO), FHQ, BSF SIGNAL REGIMENT, 10 BLOCK, CGO COMPLEX, LODHI ROAD, NEW DELHI, BSF, 110003

475. SHRI SHANKAR KUMAR GHOSH, CONSTABLE (COOK), 32 BATTALION BSF, AJNALA, PUNJAB, BSF, 143102

CISF

476. SHRI VISHNU SWARUP, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF UNIT JNPT SHEVA, CISF, 400707

477. SHRI HEMANTA KUMAR BRAHMA, COMMANDANT LOCAL RANK, CISF UNIT BTPP NTPC SALAKATI (ASSAM), CISF, 783369

478. SHRI JAYANTA DATTA, INSPECTOR/EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT ASG KOLKATA (WEST BENGAL), CISF, 700052

479. SHRI MD ABDUS SALAM, ASST. COMMANDANT/EXECUTIVE, CISF HQRS. NEW DELHI, CISF, 110003

480. SHRI SUBHRANSU BHUSAN MISHRA, ASST. COMMANDANT/EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT IOCL PARADIP, JHIMANI, JAGATSINGHPUR, ODISHA, CISF, 754141

481. SHRI SHIB NATH BASUMATARY, ASST. COMMANDANT/EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT ONGC JORHAT, ASSAM, CISF, 785704

482. SHRI DHARM DEO RAM, ASST. COMMANDANT/EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT ONGD DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND, CISF, 248001

483. SMT. GINI JOB ROSAMMA, LADY INSPECTOR/EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT FACT UDYOGMANDAL, KERALA, CISF, 683501

484. SHRI MURALIDHAR PRASAD, INSPECTOR/EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT DMRC DELHI, NEW DELHI, CISF, 110053

485. SHRI SWARUP CHANDRA BISWAS, INSPECTOR EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT IOCL BONGAIGAON, CISF, 783385

486. SHRI PRAHALAD SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT HEP URI II, CISF, 193123

487. SHRI JASBIR SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR EXECUTIVE, CISF IGI AIRPORT NEW DELHI, CISF, 110037

488. SHRI S MURUGAN, ASST SUB INSPECTOR EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT CHPT CHENNAI, CISF, 600001

489. SHRI HARDYAL SINGH, ASST SUB INSPECTOR EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT DMRC DELHI, CISF, 110053

490. SHRI MUNENDRA DUTT, ASST SUB INSPECTOR EXECUTIVE, CISF ASG MUMBAI, CISF, 400099

491. SHRI SANSAR CHAND, ASST SUB INSPECTOR EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT DMRC DELHI, CISF, 110053

492. SHRI HAMID KHAN, ASST. SUB INSPECTOR/EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT SECL BILASPUR, GEVRA PROJECT, KORBA, C.G., CISF, 495452

493. SHRI SURESH KUMAR, ASST SUB INSPECTOR EXECUTIVE, CISF UNIT HEP URI II, CISF, 193123
494. SHRI DHARAM VEER SINGH, ASST. SUB INSPECTOR/EXECUTIVE, CISF
8TH RES. BN. JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, CISF, 302028
495. SHRI SATYA BHAN VERMA, ASST. SUB INSPECTOR/EXECUTIVE, CISF
UNIT NSPCL BHILAI, DURG, CHHATISHGARH, CISF, 490021
496. SHRI RAMESH KUMAR OJHA, ASST. SUB INSPECTOR/EXECUTIVE, CISF
UNIT CTPS CHANDRAPURA, BOKARO, JHARKHAND, CISF, 828403
497. SHRI PRABIR KUMAR DAS, CONSTABLE/TAILOIR, CISF UNIT IOCL
BONGAIGAON, ASSAM, CISF, 783385
498. SHRI K APPALA RAJU, CONSTABLE/BBR, CISF UNIT BHEL HYDERABAD,
TELANGANA, CISF, 502032
499. SHRI PURAN CHANDRA TIWARI, CONSTABLE/WATER CARRIER, CISF
8TH RES. BN JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, CISF, 302028

CRPF

500. SHRI SHYAMCHAND DE, DY INSPECTOR GENERAL, OPS RANGE,
KOHIMA, CRPF, 797001
501. SHRI NIKHL RASTOGI, COMMANDANT, DIRECTORATE GENERAL, CGO
COMPLEX, LODHI ROAD, NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110003
502. SHRI NISHEET KUMAR, COMMANDANT, 159 BN, GAYA (BIHAR),
CRPF, 823001
503. SHRI PRAMOD KUMAR SINGH, COMMANDANT, 106 BN, RAF,JAMSHEDPUR
CRPF, 832107
504. SHRI VISWANATH THURLAPATI, COMMANDANT, SOUTHERN SECTOR
HQR, HYDERABAD, CRPF, 500033
505. SHRI ARUN KUMAR BHARTI, COMMANDANT, 71 BN, JIRANIA, WEST
TRIPURA, CRPF, 799045
506. SHRI BHAIA ASHOK KUMAR CHAURASIA, COMMANDANT,169 BN,
DURGAPUR (WB), CRPF, 713214
507. SHRI TAPAN KUMAR, COMMANDANT, 224 BN, KULGAM, JAMMU AND
KASHMIR, CRPF, 211013
508. SHRI CHHOTAN THAKUR, COMMANDANT, 3 SIGNAL BN, KOLKATA,
CRPF, 700091
509. DR. M NAKKIRAN, CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER, CTC,COIMBATORE,
CRPF, 641017
510. SHRI KRISHAN DUTT SHARMA, SECOND-IN-COMMAND,16 BN, MATHURA,
CRPF, 281001
511. SHRI ARUN KUMAR RAI, SECOND-IN-COMMAND, 160 BN, JAMMU,
CRPF, 180009
512. SHRI YASH PAL THAPA, SECOND-IN-COMMAND, 84 BN, JAMMU,
CRPF, 180009
513. SHRI HARISH CHANDRA KUMAR, SECOND-IN-COMMAND, 138 BN,
ITANAGAR, ARUNACHAL PRADESH, CRPF, 791111
514. SHRI RAJA RAM TOKAS, SECOND-IN-COMMAND, 75 BN, CRPF, AIZAWAL,
MOZORAM, CRPF, 796017
515. SMT. RIGZEN ANGMO, SECOND-IN-COMMAND, 75 BN, SRINAGAR, CRPF, 194101
516. SHRI GOPAL SINGH BORA, DY COMMANDANT, 36 BN, KHONSA, ARUNACHAL PRADESH, CRPF, 792130
517. SHRI BIMAL RAWAT, DY COMMANDANT, 32 BN, LOKTAK, MANIPUR, CRPF, 795124
518. SHRI SUNEEL KUMAR KHATRI, DY COMMANDANT, GROUP CENTRE, GANDHINAGAR, CRPF, 382042
519. SHRI KULDEEP SINGH, DY COMMANDANT (M), DIRECTORATE GENERAL, CGO COMPLEX, LODHI ROAD, NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110003
520. SHRI BHARATHANVASIMALAI, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT/M, DIRECTORATE GENERAL, CGO COMPLEX, LODHI ROAD, NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110003
521. SHRI R VELUSAMY, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT/PS, DIRECTORATE GENERAL, CGO COMPLEX, LODHI ROAD, NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110003
522. SHRI K RAJASEKARAN, PHARMACIST GRADE II, CH, AVADI, CRPF, 600055
523. SHRI SURENDRA SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR/GD, 32 BN, LOKTAK, MANIPUR, CRPF, 795124
524. SHRI MURLIDHARAN P, INSPECTOR/GD, GC, PALLIPURAM, CRPF, 695316
525. SHRI MARUTI D B, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, RTC, LATUR, CRPF, 413531
526. SHRI JOGINDER PAL SHARMA, SUB INSPECTOR/GD, 45 BN, BANDIPORA, CRPF, 193501
527. SHRI VIJAYANT J, INSPECTOR/GD, 211 BN, RAIPUR, CRPF, 493661
528. SHRI G GIRIBADRAN, SUB INSPECTOR/GD, GC, PALLIPURAM, CRPF, 695316
529. SHRI GYAN SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR/GD, 27 BN, CRPF, BAWANA, NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110039
530. SHRI KUNWAR PAL SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR/GD, GC, GREATER NOIDA, CRPF, 201306
531. SHRI SIKANDAR ALI, SUB INSPECTOR/GD, 154 BN, Dhanbad, JHARKHAND, CRPF, 828201
532. SHRI DHIRENDER SINGH, INSPECTOR/GD, 31 BN, MAYUR VIHAR, NEW DELHI, CRPF, 110096
533. SHRI CHANDRA SEKHAR DAS, SUB INSPECTOR/GD, 12 BN, SAMBALPUR, ODISHA, CRPF, 768001
534. SHRI DES RAJ, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, 124 BN, SALBAGAN, AGARTALA, CRPF, 799012
535. SHRI SANT RAM PANDEY, SUB INSPECTOR/GD, GC, BHOPAL, CRPF, 462045
536. SHRI TULARAM, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR/GD, 43 BN, BUDGAM, CRPF, 191111
537. SHRI RAM MANORATH NAPIT, INSPECTOR/GD, 155 BN, CRPF, ANGLONG (ASSAM), CRPF, 782480
538. SHRI LAHU PUNJAHI DUSHING, INSPECTOR/RO, GC, PUNE, CRPF, 410507
539. SHRI MEHAR SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR/ARMR, GC, GREATER NOIDA, CRPF, 201306
540. SHRI JAWA RAM, CONSTABLE/COOK, GC-II, AJMER, CRPF-305005
541. SHRI OM PRAKASH, CONSTABLE/WATERCARRIERT, RTC, AMETHI, CRPF, 228159
542. SHRI VIJAY KUMAR, CONSTABLE/SAFAI KARAMCHARI, 157 BN, EAST SINGHBHUM, JHARKHAND, CRPF, 832109
543. SHRI SHANKA RAJAK, CONSTABLE/WASHERMAN, 38BN, SAMBA, CRPF, 181133
544. SHRI MADAN LAL, HEAD CONSTABLE/TAILOR, GC, SRINAGAR, CRPF, 190015
545. SHRI PAHALWAN SINGH, INSPECTOR/GD, 81 BN, JASHPUR, CRPF, 496331
546. SHRI RAGHWENDRA SINGH, INSPECTOR/GD, 68 BN, TINSUKIA, ASSAM, CRPF, 786125
547. SHRI BINOD KUMAR SINGH, INSPECTOR/GD, 148 BN, CHANDAULI (UP), CRPF, 221009
548. SHRI RAM BIRAJ RAI, INSPECTOR/GD, 238 BN, BHOPAL, CRPF, 462045
549. SHRI HAR DAS, INSPECTOR/GD, 91 BN, LUCKNOW, CRPF, 226002
550. SHRI SUKH BIR SINGH, INSPECTOR/GD, 103 BN, DELHI, CRPF, 110094
551. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR, INSPECTOR/GD, CTC, NEEMUCH, CRPF, 458441
552. SHRI TEK CHAND, INSPECTOR/GD, 137 BN, UDHAMPUR, CRPF, 182101
553. SHRI UTTAM KUMAR DAS, INSPECTOR/GD, GC, BILASPUR, CRPF, 495112
554. SHRI MAHENDER SINGH, INSPECTOR/GD, GC, GREATER NOIDA, CRPF, 201306
555. SHRI GOVIND SINGH, INSPECTOR/GD, 117 BN, WAZIRBAG, SRINAGAR, CRPF, 190008

ITBP

556. DR. BAHADUR SINGH, CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER (S.G.), COMPOSITE HOSPITAL, DEHRADUN, ITBP, SEEMADWAR, UTTARAKHAND, ITBP, 248146
557. SHRI AKHILESH SINGH RAWAT, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, CENTRAL FRONTIER, ITBP, PO KOKTA, BHOPAL (MP), ITBP, 462022
558. SHRI NISHITH CHANDRA, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, DTE GEN, CGO COMPLEX, NEW DELHI, ITBP, 110003
559. SHRI RATAN SINGH SONAL, SECOND-IN-COMMAND(G.D.), SECTOR HEADQUARTER(DEHRADUN), SEEMADWAR, UTTARAKHAND, ITBP, 288146
560. SHRI C DURAIRAJ, SECTION OFFICER, DTE GENL, CGO COMPLEX, NEW DELHI, ITBP, 110003
561. SHRI KULDEEP SINGH, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT(G.D.), 51 BN, CHAURA CAMP, PATIALA (PUNJAB), ITBP, 147002
562. SHRI JIWAN LAL, INSPECTOR (G D), 2 BATTALION, ITBP, PO BABELI, KULLU (HP), ITBP, 175138
563. SHRI KISHORI LAL, INSPECTOR (G.D.), CENTRAL FRONTIER, PO-KOKTA, BHOPAL (MP), ITBP, 462022
564. SHRI BRIJ MOHAN YADAV, INSPECTOR (C.M.), SHQ (LUCKNOW), UP, ITBP, 226024
565. SHRI SIBU PRASAD BHOWMICK, INSPECTOR (TELE), 13 BATTALION, LINGDUM, EAST SIKKIM, SIKKIM, ITBP, 737135
566. SHRI HARISH CHANDRA SHARMA, DEPUTY COMMANDANT (OFFICE), NORTH WEST FRONTIER, LEH, ITBP, 194101
567. SHRI RAVINDER SINGH, A S I (G.D.), DTE GEN, CGO COMPLEX, NEW DELHI, ITBP, 110003

NSG
568. SHRI NARESH SHAUKAND, GROUP COMMANDER, TRAINING CENTRE, NSG, MANESAR, GURUGRAM, HARYANA, NSG, 122051
569. DR. VIVEK KUMAR MATHUR, SQUADRON COMMANDER (MEDICAL), COMPOSITE HOSPITAL, MANESAR, GURUGRAM, HARYANA, NSG, 122051
570. SHRI KESHAVA PRASAD SHRIVASTAVA, TEAM COMMANDER (PS), HQ NSG, MEHRA NAGAR, PALAM, NEW DELHI, NSG, 110037
571. SHRI MANTHIRA MOORTHY S, ASSISTANT COMMANDER-I (MINISTERIAL), 27 SCG NSG, RH CHENNAI, NEDUNGUNDRAM PO KOLAPAKKAM, CHENNAI (TN), NSG, 600127

SSB
572. SHRI ANUJ THAPLIYAL, DIG (GD), SHQ SSB ALMORA, SSB, 263601
573. SHRI DEVIDAS NAMDEO BHOMBE, COMMANDANT (GD), SSB ACADEMY BHOPAL, SSB, 462036
574. SHRI RAKESH KUMAR, COMMANDANT (GD), FHQ SSB NEWDELHI, SSB, 110066
575. SHRI ANIL KUMAR SHARMA, COMMANDANT (GD), 25 BN SSB GHITORNI, NEW DELHI, SSB, 110047
576. SHRI SURESH SUBRAMANIAM, COMMANDANT (GD), FTR HQ SSB TEZPUR, SSB, 784001
577. SHRI GANGA SINGH UDAWAT, SECOND IN COMMAND (GD), SHQ SSB SRINAGAR, SSB, 190005
578. SHRI MOHINDER SINGH, AC (MIN), FHQ SSB NEW DELHI, SSB, 110066
579. SHRI KEWAL KRISHAN, INSPECTOR (MIN), 25 BN SSB GHITORNI, NEW DELHI, SSB, 110047
580. SHRI GHARI RAM, INSPECTOR GD, 10 BN SSB JAMMU AND KASHMIR, SSB, 190010
581. SHRI NANI GOPAL DEBBARMA, SI (GD), 27 BN SSB, BARPETA, ASSAM, SSB, 781313
582. SHRI ONKAR CHAND, ASI (GD), 15 BN SSB, ASSAM, SSB, 783385
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>583</td>
<td>Shri Nirbhay Kumar</td>
<td>Supdt. of Police, CBI</td>
<td>Special Crime-1, New Delhi, CBI</td>
<td>110003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584</td>
<td>Shri Manoj Verma</td>
<td>Supdt. of Police (HQ &amp; Pers.)</td>
<td>Ho, New Delhi, CBI</td>
<td>110003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>585</td>
<td>Shri Binay Kumar</td>
<td>Supdt. of Police, Special Crime-1</td>
<td>New Delhi, CBI</td>
<td>110003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>586</td>
<td>Shri Thangluan Zamang</td>
<td>Dy. Supdt. of Police, ACB Guwahati</td>
<td>CBI, 781035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>587</td>
<td>Shri Rabi Narayan Tripathy</td>
<td>Dy. Supdt. of Police, EO-VII</td>
<td>Bhubaneswar, CBI</td>
<td>751012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>588</td>
<td>Shri Mukesh Verma</td>
<td>Dy. Supdt. of Police, Ho</td>
<td>New Delhi, CBI</td>
<td>110003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>589</td>
<td>Shri Nitesh Kumar</td>
<td>Dy. Supdt. of Police, ACB Patna</td>
<td>CBI, 800022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590</td>
<td>Shri Barun Kumar Sarker</td>
<td>Dy. Supdt. of Police, CBI</td>
<td>Special Unit, Kolkata, CBI</td>
<td>751012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>591</td>
<td>Shri Narayan Chandra Sahoo</td>
<td>Dy. Supdt. of Police, CBI</td>
<td>ACB, Bhubaneswar, CBI</td>
<td>751012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>592</td>
<td>Shri Sukhwinder Singh</td>
<td>Inspector of Police, ACB Jammu</td>
<td>CBI, 180012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>593</td>
<td>Shri Harendra Singh Bhandari</td>
<td>Inspector of Police, Special Unit, New Delhi, CBI</td>
<td>110011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>594</td>
<td>Shri Nand Kishore</td>
<td>Assistant Sub Inspector, ACB Ghaziabad</td>
<td>CBI, 201002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>595</td>
<td>Shri Nur Ali Sheikh</td>
<td>Assistant Sub Inspector, EOB Kolkata, CBI</td>
<td>700064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>596</td>
<td>Shri Rohitash Kumar Dhinwa</td>
<td>Assistant Sub Inspector, ACB Jaipur, CBI</td>
<td>302001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>597</td>
<td>Shri Madan Lal Dhiman</td>
<td>Head Constable, IPCC, New Delhi, CBI</td>
<td>110003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>598</td>
<td>Shri Dharamvir Singh</td>
<td>Head Constable, ACB Dhanbad, CBI</td>
<td>826004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>599</td>
<td>Shri Parthasarathy Seshadri</td>
<td>Head Constable, ACB Chennai, CBI</td>
<td>600006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>Shri Kailash Chand Yadav</td>
<td>Constable, AC-II, New Delhi, CBI</td>
<td>110003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>Shri Pawan Kumar</td>
<td>Constable, CBI Ho, New Delhi, CBI</td>
<td>110003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602</td>
<td>Shri Krishan Kumar</td>
<td>Constable, CBI, STB, New Delhi, CBI</td>
<td>110003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>603</td>
<td>Smt. Pushpa Joshi</td>
<td>Office Superintendent, SC-II, New Delhi, CBI</td>
<td>110003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Pin Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>604</td>
<td>Shri Pankaj Anand</td>
<td>Joint Deputy Director</td>
<td>IB HQ, New Delhi</td>
<td>110021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605</td>
<td>Shri Rajeev Kumar Gupta</td>
<td>Joint Deputy Director</td>
<td>IB HQ, New Delhi</td>
<td>110021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>606</td>
<td>Shri Binoy Krishna Biswas</td>
<td>Assistant Director</td>
<td>IB HQ, New Delhi</td>
<td>110021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607</td>
<td>Shri Hiranmoy De</td>
<td>Assistant Director</td>
<td>SIB Kolkata, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>700019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>608</td>
<td>Shri Ravi Viswanathan</td>
<td>Assistant Director(SO)</td>
<td>SIB Chennai, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>600004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>Shri Arvind Kumar Srivastava</td>
<td>DCIO</td>
<td>SIB Patna, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>800001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>Shri Tabrez Hasan Rizvi</td>
<td>DCIO</td>
<td>SIB Itanagar, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>792001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td>Shri Karmvir Ashok Gosai</td>
<td>DCIO</td>
<td>SIB Ahmedabad, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>380004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612</td>
<td>Shri Prasanta Kumar Baisnab</td>
<td>DCIO</td>
<td>SIB Guwahati, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>781372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613</td>
<td>Shri Rathanan Kumar Ganesh</td>
<td>DCIO</td>
<td>SIB Bengaluru, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>560001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>614</td>
<td>Shri Kumar Anand</td>
<td>DCIO</td>
<td>SIB Ranchi, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>825301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>615</td>
<td>Shri Harish Gopinathan Nair</td>
<td>DCIO</td>
<td>SIB Thiruvananthapuram, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>695014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>616</td>
<td>Shri Perminder Singh</td>
<td>DCIO</td>
<td>SIB Chandigarh, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>141002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>617</td>
<td>Shri Rakesh Kumar</td>
<td>DCIO</td>
<td>IB HQ, New Delhi</td>
<td>110011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>618</td>
<td>Mrs. Kavita Rooprai</td>
<td>DCIO</td>
<td>IB HQ, New Delhi</td>
<td>110077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>619</td>
<td>Shri Neeraj Thapliyal</td>
<td>Assistant Director</td>
<td>IB HQ, New Delhi</td>
<td>110021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>Shri Suryakant Dharmadhokan</td>
<td>ACIO-II/ Exe</td>
<td>SIB Mumbai, Ministry of Home Affairs</td>
<td>400051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621</td>
<td>Shri Bhupendra Singh Chauhan</td>
<td>ACIO-II/ Exe</td>
<td>IB HQ, New Delhi</td>
<td>110021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622</td>
<td>Shri Santosh Kumar Aga</td>
<td>JIO-I/G</td>
<td>IB HQ, New Delhi</td>
<td>110001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>623</td>
<td>Shri Rajendra Singh</td>
<td>JIO-I/G</td>
<td>IB HQ, New Delhi</td>
<td>110021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>624</td>
<td>Shri Khota Able Shinglai</td>
<td>JIO-I/G</td>
<td>IB HQ, New Delhi</td>
<td>110021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
625. SHRI S KHUTOLU SEMA, ACIO-I/EXE, SIB, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS KOHIMA

626. SHRI VIJAY KUMAR, ACIO-II/EXE SIB JAMMU, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS, 180012

SPG

627. SHRI CHANDRA SHEKHAR PARASHARI, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL, NEW DELHI, SPG, 110077

628. SHRI PRADEEP KUMAR GIRI GOSWAMI, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL, NEW DELHI, SPG, 110077

629. SHRI ASIT KUMAR CHOUDHURY, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL, NEW DELHI, SPG, 110077

630. SHRI CHAMATKAR SINGH, SENIOR SECURITY OFFICER / TECH, NEW DELHI, SPG, 110077

BPR&D

631. SHRI BAKSHARAJ KAUSHAL, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, BPRD, MAHIPALPUR, NEW DELHI, BPR & D, 110037

632. SHRI OM PARKASH, CONSTABLE, BPRD, NEW DELHI, BPR &D, 110037

NCRB

633. SHRI SUDARSHAN KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR, NEW DELHI, NCRB, 110037

NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY

634. SHRI RAKESH SHARMA, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, NIA, DELHI, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY, 110003

635. SHRI YENNAM SREENIVASULU REDDY, ASSISTANT, NIA, HYDERABAD, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY, 500081

636. SHRI CHANDRAN KARUNAKARAN, HEAD CONSTABLE, NIA, KOCHI, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY, 682020

637. SHRI SRINIVASA RAO DOMPAKA, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, NIA HYDERABAD, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY, 500081

SVP NPA

638. SHRI AMRIT SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, SVP NATIONAL POLICE ACADEMY, SVP NPA, 500052
639. SHRI AJAY KUMAR TIWARI, COMMANDANT, 5 BN PUNE, NDRF, 412109
640. SHRI RANDHIR SINGH GILL, SECOND IN COMMAND, 1 BN GUWAHATI
ASSAM, NDRF, 781017
641. SHRI RAJU JAYRAM, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, SHQ SZ CHENNAI,
NDRF, 600084
642. SHRI LALIT NARAIN JHA, SUB INSPECTOR/GD, 5 BN PUNE, NDRF, 412109

MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

643. SHRI YUGAL KISHORE JOSHI, DIRECTOR, MINISTRY OF JAL SHAKTI,
NEW DELHI, M/O RAILWAYS, 110003
644. SHRI ANIL KUMAR SHARMA, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, NEW DELHI,
M/O RAILWAYS, 110035
645. SHRI JOY P P, ASC, NAVI MUMBAI, M/O RAILWAYS, 400614
646. SHRI DEEP CHANDRA ARYA, ASC, NEW DELHI, M/O RAILWAYS, 110001
647. SHRI TOOMUKUNTACHANRASEKHARREDDY, INSPECTOR, HYDERABAD,
M/O RAILWAYS, 500027
648. SHRI CHAKRAVARTHI KARNATI, INSPECTOR, SECUNDERABAD, M/O
RAILWAYS, 500003
649. SHRI SATISH INGLE, HEAD CONSTABLE, KAMPTEE, M/O RAILWAYS,
441001
650. SHRI DEO KUMAR GOND, SUB INSPECTOR, BELAPUR, M/O RAILWAYS,
400614
651. SHRI VIJAYKUMAR GOLAPALLI, SUB INSPECTOR, DEHUROAD, M/O
RAILWAYS, 412101
652. SHRIBALASUBRAHMANYAMDOMALA, SUB INSPECTOR, SECUNDERABAD,
M/O RAILWAYS, 500040
653. SHRI MAHFAJUL HAQUE, INSPECTOR, JALPAIGURI, M/O RAILWAYS,
734007
654. SHRI DARSHAN LAL, SUB INSPECTOR, DELHI, M/O RAILWAYS, 110035
655. SHRI NEMEE CHAND SAINI, ASI, JAIPUR, M/O RAILWAYS, 302006
656. SHRI ALOK KUMAR CHATTERJEE, ASI, KOLKATA, M/O RAILWAYS,
700014
657. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR YADAV, INSPECTOR, MUMBAI, M/O RAILWAYS,
400013